
Heritage Spaces & Conservation Areas
All Wards



Revitalization Project and Vacancies

Downtown Brampton

This short presentation includes references to:
Enquiry: historical spaces, signage and the presumed vacant 
spaces/visioning 2040
Enquiry: Acknowledgement of an earlier era the Indigenous, Settlers  and 
Urban Indigenous Migrant Communities 1745- 1845



Park Space / Creek and River Cleaning 

Park Conditions/Clean Up 
´ Noticeable Conservation ( example Claireville Conservation ) signs in areas 

that require special consideration

´ Permit holder and shared partnerships ( debris clearing and regular 
disposals ) 

´ Heart Lake Park Space and the Community Trail/ and Cleaning

´ The Creeks and Rivers ( Etobicoke Creek , Credit River plus ) in all wards 
require clearing and cleaning ( treatment) 

´ Some sections within  Huntsville to be revisited for agriculture potential and 
marsh inspection



Community Centre / Park Renaming

Community Centre /Park Spaces
´ Designated spaces to the senior population; to include the Indigenous and 

Urban Indigenous Migrants

´ Are memorial Parks a play space for children; and cemetery sites no longer 
in use should include symbolic representation of the Urban Migrants and 
Indigenous Communities 1745 to 1845 

´ Park space closest to the Credit River and Etobicoke Creek ( potential 
passage-way for the nomad communities to be considered for Indigenous 
naming/land acknowledgements)

´ Street names to reflect Indigenous histories in Brampton to coincide with 
Truth and Reconciliation ( Chief Ajetance Treaty 19)  



Indigenous, Urban Indigenous Migrants 
and Settlers Histories
All Wards enquiry:

´ Will Churchville  receive an upgrade to support the existing frame and 
evolving  neighbourhood

´ The area has changed, there is less vandalism reports to the Cemetery 
grounds over the last 12 years

´ Historical School (Torbram & Steeles) use and land use missing the 
Indigenous and Urban Migrant recognition 

´ Brampton Cemetery has experienced lots of loitering and vandalism, 
considered vulnerable to junk disposal, debris at worse complete disregard 
( trash and shopping carts)

´ The Kings Cemetery requires signage and heritage acknowledgement


